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Abstract 
Energy use is one of the most critical issues facing our world. The U.S. Energy Information Administration 
forecasts that the world’s energy consumption will double by 2050, with electricity use also doubling by 
2030. Energy prices will grow accordingly, with oil reaching as much as $125 per barrel by some 
forecasts.1 We often focus on efficiency in transportation, which is an important goal, but industry and 
buildings consume nearly three times as much energy as transportation does. By focusing on clean, 
efficient energy we can reduce CO2 emissions and also meet the increased demand. 
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An Innovative Private-Sector Solution to 
Energy Education
A 24-year veteran of the hotel industry, r. sean o’Kane is Director, Hotel Strategic Alliances, Schneider Electric 
(Sean.Okane@schneider-electric.com). 
susan hartman is Global Manager–Customer Education Programs, specifically 
Energy University, Schneider Electric (Susan.Hartman@schneider-electric.com). 
As a global specialist in energy management with operations in more than 100 
countries, schneider electric offers integrated solutions for many markets, 
including hotels, energy and infrastructure, industrial processes, building 
automation, and data centers and networks, as well as a broad presence in 
residential applications. Focused on making energy safe, reliable and efficient, the company’s more than 
110,000 employees achieved sales of €19.6 billion in 2010 through an active commitment to helping individuals 





eeing	 the	need	 for	 energy	 education	 in	 all	 industries,	 Schneider	Electric	developed	Energy	
University,	 a	 virtual,	 professional,	 college-level	 training	 program	 focused	 on	 energy	
consumption	 and	 efficiency	 for	 building	 and	 facility	 managers	 at	 all	 levels	 (www.
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Energy University offers university-
level coursework that is vendor 






















































































The Educational Institute of the 
American Hotel and Lodging 
Association has included Electricity 
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